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[1] The surface of Mars has preserved the record of early environments in which its
basaltic crust was altered by liquid water. These aqueous environments have survived in
the form of hydrological morphologies and alteration minerals, including clays and
hydrated salts. Because these minerals probe on Earth aqueous environments compatible
with biotic activity, understanding their formation processes on Mars is of great
exobiological relevance and also offers insight into Earth’s now erased ancient water
environments. Using remote sensing, we conducted a large-scale investigation of the
distribution, composition, age, and geomorphic settings of hydrous minerals on Mars,
providing a sharpened global view of the early aqueous environments and their evolution
with time. Aqueous alteration seems to have produced clays on a planetary scale but these
are found to be restricted to the oldest observable terrains on Mars (�4Gyr). However,
very diverse aqueous environments have also been found which suggest widespread,
complex aqueous settings from the surface to kilometric depths, and spanning over 1Gyr.
By building a robust statistical sample of detections, the global trends inferred here attempt
to provide a broad view of our current understanding of hydrous minerals on Mars and
provide context for more localized, in-depth analyses. Collectively, these trends suggest
that at least transient conditions have existed on Mars which may have been favorable for
pre-biotic to biotic activity.
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1. Introduction

[2] The record of episodes of early (>3Gyr old) aqueous
activity onMars is preserved in the form of morphological fea-
tures as well as in the mineralogy of the surface. Precipitation,
run-off, and ponding of liquid water have shaped many
structures on Mars, some of which are still preserved today
albeit heavily disrupted [e.g., Fassett and Head, 2008b]. They
are the testimony of an era when water was stable at least
episodically on the surface and in the sub-surface as part of a
hydrological system. The discovery of phyllosilicates, sulfate
salts, and hydrated silica onMars [Poulet et al., 2005;Gendrin
et al., 2005; Arvidson et al., 2005; Milliken et al., 2008]
has spawned a new era of high enthusiasm and intense
scrutiny of Mars’s earliest, Noachian-aged terrains. Using
almost exclusively in situ measurements by the Mars
Exploration Rovers and two imaging spectrometers,

OMEGA (Observatoire pour la Mineralogie, l’Eau, la
Glace et l’Activite) [Bibring et al., 2004] and CRISM
(Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars) [Murchie et al., 2007], our view of the aqueous
alteration on early Mars has considerably sharpened over
the past decade. These minerals yield strong constraints
on their geochemical formation settings. Placed in their
geomorphic contexts, they provide unique insights into
the ancient wet environments on Mars and their evolution
across the eons, in the frame of the planet’s global
geological history. As tracers of aqueous episodes, they also
constitute major exobiological targets [e.g., Poulet et al.,
2009] and their occurrence has been a strong driver for the
choice of current and future landing sites of roving missions,
including the most recent Mars Science Laboratory
[Golombek et al., 2012]. Martian hydrous minerals are also
considered to offer a unique window into Earth’s pre-biotic
era as Mars’ oldest terrains preserved the record of geochem-
ical conditions not dissimilar to what has been inferred for
Earth [e.g.,Meunier et al., 2010] and which were not entirely
obliterated by plate tectonics and 3Gyr of intense hydrological
and biological activity.
[3] A broad comprehension of the state and fate of water

on Mars and thus of its exobiological potential has been
achieved on the basis of both global investigations of the
aqueous mineralogy and through many in-depth analyses
of specific regions of Mars. It has been proposed that Mars
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experienced an early wet era on its surface and/or sub-surface
which formed most phyllosilicates [Bibring et al., 2006].
Subsequently, global geological and climatic changes led to
a dry and acidic era where surface conditions only allowed
the precipitation of salts and opaline silica, while the past
3Gyr of the planet’s history have experienced little to no
aqueous alteration. Independently of the climatic conditions,
some hydrous minerals also likely formed at depth.Within this
global frame, small pockets of alteration have been found to
have occurred throughout the planet’s history in very diverse
environments. All of these results owe a lot to Earth-based
complementary approaches including field work, geochemical
experiments, and laboratory measurements of analogue sites
and minerals. Many questions remain unanswered however,
such as the intensity and duration of Mars’s subsurface and
surface hydrological systems, the geochemical states, and
therefore habitability conditions.
[4] The diversity and complexity of the hydrous mineralogy

and corresponding geomorphic context have steadily increased
over the years owing to investigations of localized alteration
exposures on Mars. As a complement to these local
approaches, a broader albeit coarser perspective is required
to understand the global evolution of alteration in pair with
the planet’s climatic and geological evolution. Using early
data from the OMEGA instrument, Poulet et al. [2007]
provided the first global map of hydrated minerals on Mars.
At the spatial resolution of OMEGA (>1.8 km/pixel), only
five regions exhibited extended hydrous mineral exposures:
Terra Meridiani, the surroundings of Mawrth Vallis, Nili
Fossae, the Valles Marineris canyons, and the circum-polar
northern gypsum deposits. Three types of hydrous minerals
were found: Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates (nontronite), Al-rich
phyllosilicates, and hydrated sulfates. Later OMEGA-based
investigations expanded the initial distribution with a few
new exposures (mostly phyllosilicates) found scattered over
the southern highlands, including in the Tyrrhena Terra
region. The diversity also increased as Al-clays were
discriminated between Al-rich smectites (montmorillonite)
and Al-kaolins.
[5] The orbital operations of the Mars Reconnaissance

Orbiter, hosting the CRISM instrument and high-resolution
imagers, have dramatically sharpened our view of hydrous
minerals on Mars in terms of composition, setting, and
global spatial distribution. Works by Mustard et al. [2008],
Milliken et al. [2008], Ehlmann et al. [2009], Poulet et al.
[2009], Murchie et al. [2009], Ehlmann et al. [2011a,
2011b], and others have revealed hundreds of hydrous
mineral exposures scattered over the southern highlands,
identified several new mineral phases, and found broad
correlations between the composition and geomorphic
context. New phases have been identified: the hydroxylated
phyllosilicate prehnite, zeolites, carbonates, serpentines, and
hydrated (opaline) silica. The diversity of previously found
mineral groups was also expanded. In addition to hydrated
sulfates (including bassanite and gypsum), the hydroxylated
sulfates jarosite and alunite were also detected. Fe/Mg-rich
phyllosilicates were found to be Fe-rich smectites
(nontronite), Mg-rich smectite mixtures (including saponite),
chlorites, and possibly mixed-layered clays (akin to
corrensite). Al-phyllosilicates were found to be kaolins,
smectites (akin to montmorillonite), and Al-rich micas
(illite or muscovite).

[6] Hydrous minerals were found in a variety of settings as
classified by Murchie et al. [2009]: layered phyllosilicates,
phyllosilicates in intra-crater fans, plains sediments, deep
phyllosilicates (in crustal outcrops or associated with impact
craters), carbonate deposits, inter-crater clay-sulfate deposits,
Meridiani-type layered deposits, Valley-type layered deposits,
siliceous layered deposits, and gypsum plains. While some
degree of arbitrary was recognized in sorting detections into
these broad classes, they indicated nonetheless that orbital
investigations could, by coupling imagery to spectroscopy,
decipher the broad formation/transformation environments of
some hydrous minerals on Mars.
[7] We present here the result of a new global investigation

of hydrous minerals on Mars. A systematic approach at a
global scale is applied to infer trends in the distribution,
compositional diversity, geomorphic context, and timing of
the hydrous mineral exposures on Mars. Like other global
works, it spawned from the necessity to have a broader
perspective on the alteration environments and their evolution
through time than localized investigations allowed. Because
the same level of detail cannot be achieved for a large sample
of detections, this work not only complements these thorough
local investigations but also leads to the identification of new
sites of particular interest which have been put under greater
scrutiny. For this global approach, we chose to concede on a
detailed geomorphic analysis but performed full spectral
analysis for the detection and characterization of hydrous
minerals. An upcoming paper will present the results of a
number of detailed regional and local scale investigations
which spawn from this work and will allow us to better define
the relationships between the different formation processes of
hydrated mineral deposits. By building the largest set of
hydrous detections on Mars to date, we can use a more robust
statistical approach to infer global trends. Equally importantly,
this is a single independent analysis, performed using the same
detection methods and characterization strategies for the entire
set allowing for more consistent and uniform comparisons
among mineral deposits. This differs significantly from all
previous global investigations which were based on meta-
samples collected from distinct works, using different
methods with variable scrutiny.
[8] In section 2.1, we present the method used to detect and

characterize hydrous minerals with OMEGA and CRISM. In
section 2.2, we present the data sets used to build the statistical
set of detections, and in section 2.3, we discuss the numerous
biases and limitations of our investigation. The results are then
presented under several aspects: spatial distribution and extent
of the alteration (section 3), mineralogical diversity including
the detection of new hydrous minerals (section 4), age of the
deposits (section 5), and broad morphological context (section
6). Our results are then compared to those previously derived
from other data sets (section 7).

2. Data Selection, Reduction, and Biases

2.1. OMEGA and CRISM Observations
of Hydrous Minerals

2.1.1. Instrument Descriptions
[9] Mineral composition is determined using surface

reflectance data from the OMEGA and CRISM imaging
spectrometers [Bibring et al., 2004; Murchie et al., 2007].
Both instruments operate in the visible to near infrared range
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(0.38–5.1 mm sampled at 14 nm and 0.36–3.92 mm sampled
at 6.55 nm, respectively). For the purpose of this work, we
only utilize the 1.1–2.65 mm range where spectral features
of hydrous minerals are found. OMEGA samples the
Martian surface from �4.1 km/pixel down to �350m/pixel,
nadir-pointed. It achieved 51% coverage at samplings
<500m/pixel and near total coverage at samplings
<4.1 km/pixel. CRISM has a gimballed quasi-nadir “targeted”
observation mode capable of achieving a spatial sampling
down to 36 or 18m/pixel. The combined spatial coverage of
all CRISM high-resolution targeted observations amounts to
less than 2% of the surface of Mars. CRISM also achieved
near global coverage at lower spatial (100–200m/pixel) and
spectral (�54 nm) sampling in nadir-pointed survey modes.
2.1.2. Identification of Hydrous Minerals in the
Near-Infrared Domain
[10] Hydrated minerals are detected in the 1.1–2.65 mm

range, thanks to combinations and overtones of vibrational
transitions whose fundamentals occur between 2.7 and
15 mm [e.g., Clark et al., 1990; Cloutis et al., 2002, 2006;
Bishop et al., 2008a]. The near-infrared spectrum is
dominated by features associated either with H2O or the
OH� group. H2O is either adsorbed at the crystals’ surface,
or absorbed in the inter-layers present in most hydrous sili-
cates (H-bonded to the lattice and/or with other inter-layer
water molecules). Water induces absorption bands in the
1.35–1.55, 1.85–1.98, and 2.70–2.85 mm regions with the
latter partially spilling into the studied spectral range when
absorptions are strong. OH� is found in the crystal structure
of most hydrous minerals. It exhibits a stretch transition in
the 1.35–1.55 mm region and a number of additional
diagnostic bands in the 2.14–2.65 mm region due to
vibrations of the X-OH bond where X is a structural cation
(typically Mg2+, Fe3+, Fe2+, Al3 +, or Si4 +). The exact
positions of these additional bands are a good proxy for
the cationic mineral composition. In turn the number of
degrees of freedom in cation composition induces small
shifts in the position and shape of the absorption bands that
make it difficult to accurately predict the exact spectrum of a
given hydrous mineral [e.g., Balan et al., 2002]. The alterna-
tive has been to build spectral repositories of laboratory
spectra where the purity of the sample can be assessed with
great precision (e.g., the USGS, RELAB, and ASTER
spectral libraries [Pieters, 2010; Clark, 2007; Baldridge
et al., 2009]). The spectra are then compared to CRISM
and OMEGA spectra to attempt mineral identification. Some
minerals (such as prehnite or epidote) have a sufficient number
of bands in the 1.1–2.65mm range that unambiguously allow
their identification while others are classified within broader
families (e.g., Fe/Mg-rich smectites). Because the cation com-
position is closely related to the geochemical environment in
which the mineral is formed/transformed, coarse identifica-
tions are nevertheless often sufficient to constrain their likely
geochemical formation/transformation environment.
2.1.3. Data Reduction
[11] The OMEGA and CRISM data cubes are converted

from calibrated radiance to surface reflectance in a standard
two-step process accounting for photometric and atmo-
spheric effects [e.g., Murchie et al., 2009 and references
therein]. We use the modified “volcano-scan” atmospheric
correction from McGuire et al. [2009] which removes CO2

absorption bands in the spectra. This correction does not

take into account the effects of aerosols, which cause an
over/under-estimation of the mean near-infrared reflectance
and induce a negative slope in the spectra [Vincendon
et al., 2009]. Because these effects do not induce absorption
features in the studied spectral range, they are not a
major issue for the detection of hydrous minerals so long
as the atmospheric opacity tNIR remains relatively low
(typically tNIR< 2).
[12] We detect and map hydrous minerals on Mars using

simple band math between spectral channels to highlight
the different absorption features. This spectral criteria
approach is a fast and efficient detection method. A set of
spectral criteria is used allowing the identification and
mapping of either broad families or individual hydrous
mineral species. Any putative detection from these spectral
criteria maps is verified manually.
[13] Both OMEGA and CRISM exhibit a number of

instrumental artifacts that affect the spectra and in turn the
spectral criteria, with the risk of causing false positives and
false negatives in the mineral maps. These are common to
imaging spectrometers and include bad detector elements,
nonlinear detector response at the percent level, spatial
striping, spectral spiking, and spectral smile. Detections of
hydrated minerals are further impeded by observational
biases such as surface dust mantling (modifying the spectral
continuum which impacts the spectral criteria), ices
(contaminating mineral bands), residuals in the atmospheric
correction, photometric effects (e.g., shadows), and mixtures
with non-hydrated minerals. All these effects are collectively
tackled by introducing a new set of data reduction strategies
which allow more accurate and more sensitive detection and
mapping of hydrous minerals on Mars. These are described
in details in Carter et al. [2012c]. Here, we only utilize the
end-products of these processing steps which are
spectral end-members extracted from CRISM data and their
corresponding maps.

2.2. Analysis Strategy

2.2.1. OMEGA Data
[14] Due to inherent differences in the spatial resolution

and coverage of the OMEGA and CRISM instruments, we
could not adopt the same data selection strategies. OMEGA’s
lower spatial resolution and greater spatial coverage are used
to screen the planet at a global scale for extended exposures
of hydrous minerals (larger than several tens to hundreds of
square kilometers). The first approach to OMEGA data is an
extension to that used by Poulet et al. [2007]: we automati-
cally scanned the entire data set (taken from orbit insertion
in late 2003 to the failure of the cooler of the 1–2.6mm channel
in September 2010) at all spatial resolutions in search of signa-
tures at 1.9mm. This corresponds to 6500 observations within
which we selected hundreds of clusters of few (typically<10)
pixels displaying a 1.9mm absorption depth above the
conservative threshold of 2%. The detections were then inves-
tigated manually for confirmation. We find �40 new hydrous
mineral detections that are mainly concentrated in the Terra
Sirenum, Thaumasia Planum, and Terra Tyrrhena regions.
[15] Following this first screening, OMEGA data were

used to achieve a more thorough investigation of three
regions on Mars: Terra Sirenum, Thaumasia Planum, and
Terra Tyrrhena. We processed all relevant data acquired
until September 2010 in search for hydrous minerals through
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several absorption bands (at�1.9,�2.2,�2.3, and�2.4mms)
and with a lower detection threshold (typically 0–1%) depend-
ing on the observation. Each detection was then investigated
manually for confirmation. A manual verification is always
paramount as a trained user can more reliably identify
diagnostic mineral signatures while discarding false positives
induced by artifacts or contaminants in the spectra and mineral
maps. A manual verification of the spectra usually involves
taking several spectral ratios between different pixels
(or groups of pixels) from the region of interest and from a
neighboring, non-hydrated region, thus highlighting the
mineral signatures. It also enables to assess the presence of
species through a set of signatures rather than a single
absorption band, increasing the robustness of the detection.
Mineral maps are also screened for non-physical features in
them or the presence of known, non-hydrated minerals which
can induce false positives. This approach led to the identifica-
tion of �400 new hydrous mineral exposures on Mars, some
of which had a 1.9mm band too weak to be detectable or
missing altogether. This tenfold increase in detections shows
the limitation of the automated global screening method. The
manual screening is too time consuming to be applied to the
entire surface of Mars, hence our “two-step” approach.
2.2.2. CRISM Data
[16] The CRISM has surveyed the near entirety of the

surface at a spatial resolution of 100–200m/pixel using a
low spectral sampling of �56 nm. This spectral sampling
is however too low to precisely identify most hydrous
minerals on Mars (see section 2.3.1), and therefore these
observations have minimally been used in this work.
Instead, we use CRISM targeted observations (better than
36m/pixel) as the major source of data of our investigation.
These observations can identify exposures smaller than
1 km2. Spatial coverage in this mode is very low (<2%)
and inhomogeneous, and this needs to be taken into account
when deriving the global distribution of hydrous minerals on
Mars (see section 2.3.2). Given the amount and the complex-
ity of data, it is not possible to perform a blind survey of the
entire data set. A choice of the targets must thus be made
based on scientific criteria. Specifically, 2220 targeted
CRISM observations are analyzed here (out of �9500 for
the whole data set at the time of this study) based on the
criteria below. For each criterion is specified the fraction
(in percent) of the 2200 observations which was selected
according to this criterion. This fraction is a crude estimate
to provide a broad assessment of potential biases in the selec-
tion method:
[17] (1) Regional investigations. All available data within

a given region are analyzed. These include the greater Tyr-
rhena Terra region, all northern plain craters with diameters
>10 km and a number of smaller sites scattered throughout
the planet (e.g., intra-crater deposits in Terra Sirenum,
dissected terrain in Thaumasia Planum, and high thermal iner-
tia outcrops in Margaritifer Terra). Approximately 50–60%
of the detections are the result of these thorough regional
investigations.
[18] (2) Targets of opportunity. A spot at the surface of

Mars is observed based on its morphology or other properties
such as thermal inertia, or characterized as potential landing
site of future missions. Approximately 30–40% of the
detections are the result from the investigation of such
targets of opportunity.

[19] (3) Confirmation or sharpening of a previous
OMEGA detection of hydrous mineral. Every OMEGA-based
detection of a hydrous mineral exposure was subsequently sub-
mitted for targeting with CRISM. Roughly 30–50% of these
were acquired. Approximately 15% of identified hydrous
mineral exposures come from the confirmation of OMEGA
detections.
[20] (4) Confirmation of a detection of hydrous minerals

made by other orbital instruments (TES/THEMIS) or by
landed missions (the MERs). These account for a small frac-
tion (�1%) of the detection set.
[21] (5) Additionally, about 70 detections were made based

on CRISM multi-spectral observations (100–200m/pixel),
mostly to provide coverage around targeted observations.
[22] The instrument targeting and our data selection

strategies suffer from a major bias: units with no marked
geomorphology will be less targeted than those with an
interesting one. For example, the northern plains and dusty
regions of Mars are less covered than exposed Noachian
rocky outcrops; central peaks of craters and large scale
features (e.g., scopulus, fossae) are more targeted than
Noachian plains. While we have analyzed observations from
all major units on Mars, including those with few CRISM
targets, most of the targets covered the southern Noachian
highlands, thus biasing the spatial distribution. This issue
will be addressed in more detail in section 2.3.2. As will
be explained in section 2.2.4, four extensive hydrous
mineral-bearing deposits were ignored from this data selection
process: little to no CRISM observations have been analyzed
in the regions of Sinus Meridiani, Valles Marineris, Nili
Fossae, and the northern circum-polar gypsum deposits.
2.2.3. Polar and Atmospheric Processes
[23] Polar and atmospheric processes are an important

source of bias. CO2 and H2O ice frosts occur in winter
poleward of � 45�, restricting the observational periods
and spatial coverage of these regions. Ice coverage poleward
of � 60� precludes a global investigation of peri-polar and
polar terrains: we therefore restricted our investigation to
latitudes equatorward of (�60�, +60�). The lowest regions
of Mars have the longest atmospheric path length and are
subjected to high aerosol opacity. The Hellas and Argyre
basins are particularly affected by high opacity and surface
frosts, and the investigation of their surface composition is
difficult, resulting in a bias in the distribution of hydrous
minerals there. Because of the high temporal and spatial
variability of aerosols and frosts on Mars, we do not
systematically screen out non-polar observations based on
their season, latitude, or altitude. Rejection of frost-covered
or high-opacity observations is done on a case-by-case basis.
2.2.4. Global Distribution: Merging the Two Data Sets
[24] From the identification of individual exposures of

hydrous minerals, we infer a number of actual detections
of hydrous mineral-bearing sites. An individual mineral
exposure is defined by a group of continuous or loosely
continuous pixels which collectively show the same spectral
feature corresponding to a given hydrous mineral. When it
can be ascertained that two such groups of pixels are
spatially disconnected, then the exposures are considered
as two separate sites. Within each site, independently of
the number of hydrous mineral species found, only one
detection is counted. This is because we consider that two
or more minerals found within the same pixel or small group
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of pixels are likely genetically connected and belong to a
single site. This rule is applied for all exposures identified
with OMEGA. Because CRISM has a much smaller field
of view, we consider that all the exposures identified within
each targeted observation are likely genetically linked in
most cases and therefore only account for one detection
(whether they appear spatially connected or not and regardless
of the number of different mineral species). Overlapping
detections of CRISM and/or OMEGA are also only counted
as one detection. Taking this into account, the total number
of independent mineral exposures on Mars amounts in fact
to about 10,000.
[25] Figure 1 shows the location of all detections of

hydrous mineral sites on Mars from this investigation. A
total of 1230 sites are shown, 260 were made solely with
OMEGA (blue dots), 800 were made solely with CRISM
(red dots), and 170 were co-detected by both instruments
(orange dots).
[26] As mentioned previously, our study excludes four

geographical areas of Mars which exhibit extensive hydrous
mineral exposures: Sinus Meridiani, Valles Marineris (and
surrounding chaos), Nili Fossae, and the northern circum-
polar gypsum dune deposits. These regions were amongst
the first detected on Mars and have been put under intense
scrutiny over the past years (totaling tens of publications
[e.g. Roach, 2009; Ehlmann et al., 2009; Mangold et al.,
2008; Poulet et al., 2007; Massé et al., 2010]), so that our
broad-scale approach would little contribute to bettering
our knowledge of these regions. The mineralogy found there
is also quite different (especially the sulfate-rich ones) to that
found in our global investigation. Because these are spatially
extensive deposits which have been heavily targeted with
OMEGA and CRISM, had our blind survey included these
regions, a high statistical weight would have unavoidably
been placed upon them, thus biasing our study. To preclude

such bias, very few OMEGA and CRISM observations were
analyzed in these regions and all the statistics presented
hereafter which are solely based on CRISM data will not
be preferentially based on them. For similar reason, the
major and continuous deposit of Mawrth Vallis as mapped
by Poulet et al. [2005] is also excluded. We nevertheless
consider numerous small exposures around the extensive
deposit, increasing significantly the number of detections
reported in this region by Noe Dobrea et al., [2010]. For
the sake of completeness, an updated OMEGA map of the
three low-latitude extensive deposits (Sinus Meridiani,
Valles Marineris, and Nili Fossae) is nevertheless mapped
in dark blue in Figure 1 which gives a good estimate of their
spatial extent.
[27] This map is hence a collection of data with differ-

ent spectral samplings (�6.5–14 nm) and very diverse
spatial binnings: from 18m/pixel to 4.1 km/pixel. This
multi-scale approach is however very useful as it allows
the identification of major (extended) exposures as well
as exposures restricted to very small units (e.g., crater
central peaks, scarps). Using CRISM as a complement
to OMEGA also allows refining the spectral diversity
and context of the major exposures identified with
OMEGA. The next section will investigate the biases in-
duced by the heterogeneities in spatial and spectral
resolutions.

2.3. Biases and Limitations

2.3.1. Spectral Resolution
[28] The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of diagnostic

bands of interest of hydrous minerals ranges between 9
(respectively 5) and 15 spectels (respectively 8) for CRISM
(respectively for OMEGA). There are always enough spectral
channels on which to compute the spectral continuum so that it
is not a limiting factor in our detection capability. If the

-180 0°E 180

90

0°N

-90

OMEGA detections (~261) CRISM detections (~800) CRISM - OMEGA co-detections (~169)

Figure 1. Global map of hydrous mineral detections on Mars. Each dot indicates the position of a
hydrous mineral exposure detected either by CRISM (red), OMEGA (blue) or jointly by both instruments
(orange). Only one exposure is counted per CRISM observation regardless of the number of different
hydrous mineral species found (see text). Overlapping detections are also excluded. In dark blue are
OMEGA maps of hydrous minerals in Valles Marineris, Sinus Meridiani, and Nili Fossae, which will
be hereafter excluded from this study.
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spectral resolution was a limiting factor, we would expect that
minerals whose diagnostic band has the narrowest FWHM
would be relatively less frequently detected with OMEGA
than with CRISM. Although we do find a relative increase in
the number of detections of every hydrous mineral between
OMEGA and CRISM, we found no apparent correlation with
the various diagnostic bands’ FWHM. Consequently, the
lower spectral resolution of OMEGA does not induce a major
source of bias in the detections compared to CRISM.
[29] Conversely, the lower spectral binning of multi-

spectral CRISM observations (�56 nm), leads to an FWHM
≤4 spectels for most hydrous minerals, which makes more
difficult their detection and the determination of their precise
mineralogy. Some minerals such as kaolins and Al-clays have
an FWHM of only 2 spectels. We find that only Fe/Mg clays
and chlorites/prehnite can be confidently identified using these
observations.
2.3.2. Spatial Resolution
[30] Figure 2a shows a histogram of the number of

analyzed observations and detections of hydrous minerals
according to the spatial sampling of the observation modes:
18m/pixel (CRISM “FRT”s), 36m/pixel (CRISM “HRL”s
and “HRS”s), 200m/pixel (CRISM “MSP”s), 350m/pixel
(OMEGA “mode 16”), 720m/pixel (OMEGA “mode 32”),
1500m/pixel (OMEGA “mode 64”) and 4000m/pixel
(OMEGA “mode 128”). These are average samplings based
on the instrument footprint and vary with the spacecraft
altitude for OMEGA. While the spatial resolutions are
complementary as mentioned previously, most of the detec-
tions are done thanks to the highest resolution of CRISM.
[31] To better quantify the effect of spatial sampling, we

compare the number of detections normalized by the surface
of Mars covered at each spatial resolution. The surface
coverage at each resolution is simply the average footprint
(in km2) at each resolution times the number of analyzed
observations. Figure 2b shows a decrease in detection
density with decreasing spatial sampling roughly following
a power-law trend. The MSP 200m/pixel observations

deviate somewhat from this power-law trend, but this is
likely due to statistical errors since only a very small sample
of these observations has been taken into account. This trend
clearly demonstrates that the detection capabilities are
limited by the spatial resolution of the observations, which
in turn indicates that spots with hydrous minerals as small
as the smallest footprint (�20m) can be detected.
2.3.3. Spatial Coverage
[32] Because OMEGA observations cover a significant

fraction of the planet at low resolution but represent only a
minor fraction of the detection sample, we here focus on
CRISM targeted observations. The resulting distribution of
hydrous minerals on Mars is patchy and may not be
representative of the extent of the alteration. Two artifacts
affect the distribution of hydrous minerals. First, many of
the hydrated deposits detectable at the high spatial resolution
of CRISM are surely left out in the 98% of the surface not
observed. Second, some regions have been investigated
more than others, yielding more detections than other
regions less well studied. To tackle these effects, we map
the detection rate surface density. It is simply the number of
detections divided by the number of analyzed observations
within a unit area taken as one square degree. Wherever the
statistical sample of observations and detections is large
enough, we consider the detection rate density to be a reliable
proxy for the regional extent of surviving surface covered in
alteration minerals. However, as a statistical measurement, it
cannot be used to infer small-scale variations in the extent of
altered surface. Figure 5a shows the surface density of
observations. We consider the density to be statistically reli-
able in non-polar regions except for NW Tharsis Planum,
where too few observations have been analyzed. Results are
discussed in section 3.
[33] As discussed in section 2.3.1, multi-spectral CRISM

observations are mostly discarded because of their low
spectral sampling. These observations can still be useful to
identify the large spectral 2.3 mm drop of Fe/Mg clays and
chlorites as shown in Figure 3. In this area (northern Hellas
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province), the spatial distribution of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates is
inferred using 16 CRISM targeted observations and seven
multi-spectral observations (vertical swaths). Extensive clay
exposures are identified thanks to the MSP observations,
which expand the fraction of altered surface mapped in the
area by an order of magnitude. Similar results for Fe/Mg
clays were obtained in the northern Tyrrhena Terra region
by Mustard et al., [2008] and in Valles Marineris by
Murchie et al., [2009]. A global investigation using the
MSP products should hence drastically increase the number
of Fe/Mg clay exposures on Mars.
2.3.4. Observational Biases
[34] The surface dust on Mars mostly comprises of iron-

bearing, anhydrous silicate material. It is a major source of
bias as a dust mantling thicker than a few tens to hundreds
of micrometers can mask entirely the underlying rock com-
position [e.g., Poulet et al., 2007 and references therein].
As a result, an important fraction of the Martian surface is
not accessible to remote sensing in the near infrared. To as-
sess the surface dust coverage, we use a global map of nano-
phase ferric oxides based on OMEGA data [Ody et al.,
2012], based on the slope of the right wing of the Fe3+ elec-
tronic transition band between �0.78 and �0.9 mm. The fer-
ric oxides absorbed in the visible spectrum and strong
absorptions yielding an OMEGA criterion value ≥1 have
been considered a good proxy for the presence of surface
dust [Poulet et al., 2007], in agreement with TES-based
maps [Ruff and Christensen, 2002]. Because the OMEGA-
based dust map only achieved �88% coverage of the planet,
we needed to infill the missing data to accurately compare
with the hydrous mineral detection sample.
[35] The dust index map alongside the detections are

shown in Figure 4a. A good spatial anti-correlation between
dusty regions and the location of hydrous minerals
exposures is observed. Another way to represent this trend
is to plot the number of analyzed CRISM observations as a

function of the dust index (Figure 4b). Most of detections
occur at an index around 0.95 (dust-free), and their number
rapidly decreases for higher values. Figure 4c shows the
evolution of the detection rate normalized by the surface at
each given dust index. A very sharp decrease in detection
rates with higher dust index values is observed, which
confirms the very strong effect of dust in hindering the
detections even at low dust values (<1). However, one
should not conclude from the lack of detection of hydrous
minerals in dust-covered areas that the immediate subsurface
is altered.
2.3.5. Instrumental Biases
[36] The degradation of CRISM performances with time

affected the detection of hydrous minerals. Due to detector
aging but mostly due to cooling issues which have led to
an increase of the detector temperature, the spectral noise
in observations has risen over time. We estimated the
spectral noise in each observation by calculating the
standard deviation of a featureless portion of the spectrum
between 1.69 and 1.87 mm that was continuum removed
and de-spiked. The average s at the beginning of the mission
was about 0.005. It increased by 30% to an average 0.0065
in late 2007. As of mid-2009, spectral noise increased
sensibly to values around �0.010, noticeably degrading data
quality. This increase of spectral noise with time is indepen-
dent of observational effects such as solar illumination,
surface albedo, or atmospheric opacity. As expected, a slight
relative decrease in detections was observed for higher noise
levels. However, high spectral noise observations constitute
only a small fraction of the data set used in this study,
leading to an estimated �5% of missing detections. We also
investigated the correlation of detection rates with solar
longitude and found none, indicating that seasonal effects
and solar illumination do not significantly bias the sample.
2.3.6. Intrinsic Biases
[37] There are other biases intrinsic to the mineral

exposures themselves. In particular, the diagnostic absorption
bands have a varying depth from one species to another one
and can be contaminated by other bands or artifacts. This
selectively affects some hydrous minerals. For example,
Al-rich micas have bands that overlap those of Al and Fe/Mg
smectites, possibly leading to some mis-identifications.
Fe/Mg-rich micas have too few and too shallow specific
bands to allow their definite identification.
[38] The typical size of the hydrous mineral exposures is

also a key factor as smaller exposures have fewer pixels to
average on and result in lower S/N spectra, and hence are
harder to detect. Epidote for example is a rare phase on Mars
and is only found in very small exposures (a few CRISM
pixels). Al-rich clay exposures are on average an order of
magnitude smaller than Fe/Mg clay exposures. Their smaller
exposure sizes result in lower S/N spectra and diminish their
detectability from orbit. These sources of errors place varying
limitations on our detection capability.

3. Spatial Distribution

3.1. Global-Scale Distribution

[39] As discussed in section 2.3.2, we investigate the
global scale distribution of hydrous minerals by looking at
the CRISM detection rate surface density (number of

Fe/Mg clays

25 km

65.0oE

Figure 3. Mosaic of CRISM observations of Fe/Mg clays
mapped in red in the northern Hellas province. The vertical
swaths are the footprints of CRISM multispectral (MSP)
observations while the smaller polygons are those of
targeted observations. Background is THEMIS IR daytime
(100m/pixel) mosaic.
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detections per observations analyzed per unit area). Results
are shown in Figure 5c. To the first order, the detection rate
is homogenous in the highlands, with values mostly between
0.5 and 1. There are three major regions depleted in
detections: (1) the NE Arabia Terra region where high dust
precludes many identifications (Figure 4); (2) the northern
Tharsis plateau and other volcanic provinces (Tyrrhena
Patera, Appolinaris Patera and Syrtis Major); dust coverage
in Tharsis combined with the analysis of few observations
does not allow us to accurately infer the surface density
there. Very few detections are found in volcanic units; Syrtis
Major has a few detections [Skok et al., 2010] but its
artificially high detection rate density on the map is mostly
due to its proximity to highly altered terrains in Nili Fossae
and west Lybia Montes; (3) and the northern plains, due to
dust coverage and resurfacing processes: the northern plains

are however not devoid of signatures as discussed in Carter
et al. [2010] and in section 3.2. It can be also noted that
the surface density remains high down to southern latitudes
(50–60�) where polar processes preclude detections more
to the south. From section 2.3.2 (Figure 2), we inferred that
the highest surface density of detections is achieved with the
CRISM FRT observations and amounts to 0.0045 detections
per km2. The average size of the hydrous mineral exposures
at this scale is roughly 4 km2 and hence the fraction of
surface covered with alteration minerals reaches about
1.8%. This fraction is however calculated on all terrains on
Mars. By sampling only dust-free (mostly Noachian-aged)
units, we find the surviving fraction to be around 3.4%. This
was calculated by keeping an average exposure size of 4 km2

but with a detection rate of 0.7 detection per observation
corresponding to an OMEGA dust index <0.95 in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Surface dust and hydrous mineral detections. (a) The color map shows the surface dust
abundance derived from the OMEGA nanophase ferric oxides criterion [Ody et al., 2012]. Low or no dust
regions have criterion values <1 (blue tones) while high dust areas are in yellow/orange tones. CRISM
and OMEGA detections of hydrous mineral exposures are shown in red circles and the black dots show
the locations of all analyzed CRISM observations. Background is a MOLA composite of altimetry and
hillshade. (b) Histogram of CRISM analyzed observations (red) and detections (blue) as a function of the
OMEGA dust index. (c) Histogram of detection rates per surface area as a function of the dust index.
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A very rough order of magnitude of the amount of water
stored in hydrated minerals can be inferred from this
evaluation: supposing this fraction (3%) accounts for the en-
tire Mars surface, down to a depth of 10 km (the deepest
high pressure species found, see below), with a 10% water
fraction stored in these minerals, it corresponds to �30m
of equivalent water layer height.

3.2. The Northern Lowlands of Mars

[40] By studying craters of the northern plains, it was
inferred in Carter et al. [2010] that the Noachian basement

was indeed altered to phyllosilicates. Using the excavation
depth-to-diameter relation from Baratoux et al. [2007],
dexc = 0.109D0.872, we find that craters with diameters
D> 10–15 km can safely be considered large enough to have
brought up to the surface older material buried under the
infilling. A sample of 100 craters was studied and to date
between 15 and 19 of them have been found to display
hydrous minerals (this number depends if the arbitrary bound-
ary for the plains is taken at altitudes �3000m or �2000m).
These are shown as red dots in Figure 6. As discussed in
Carter et al. [2010], there is strong evidence that many craters
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indeed excavated hydrous minerals from a presumably
Noachian-aged basement and did not cause the formation of
hydrous minerals in post-impact hydrothermal systems. Also,
a similar mineral diversity is found excavated from this
basement compared to the southern highlands, possibly
corresponding to a northern crust. The presence of Al-rich
species, if indeed it corresponds to a later alteration episode,
indicates that this process occurred before the infilling of the
plains, which did not modify significantly the structure and
composition of the phyllosilicates.
[41] No hydrous minerals have been detected in craters

small enough to have excavated material only from the
younger infilling of these northern plains. However, hydrous
minerals have been detected in a few other types of settings
of the northern plains. Fourteen new exposures are reported
here (green diamonds in Figure 6), they comprise of buttes,
cones and elongated structures (some of which are inverted
channels) and are found in terrains dated from the Noachian
to the Amazonian:
[42] (1) The exposure with the youngest unit age is a series

of small cones and dykes or fractures which have been
identified thanks to a dust-free window in the Utopia Rupes

region, in a unit of Amazonian age. Both opaline silica and
zeolites (or alternatively sulfates) are found there as shown
in Figure 7. Zeolites are found mainly on the butte that could
constitute a small volcano, as suggested by the presence of
radial patterns resembling lava flows, to the southeast espe-
cially. Silica is found on an elongated structure which is either
a dyke or a structural horst. Of interest is the presence of two
small cones exposed in the NE corner displaying opaline silica.
Such small cones on Mars have been interpreted either as vol-
canic vents or mud volcanoes [e.g., Allen, 1979; Farrand et al.,
2005]. In both cases, the observation of opaline silica pleads for
a local fluid circulation inside a hydrothermal context consis-
tent with volcano-ice interactions as predicted by previous
studies [Allen, 1979; McGill, 2002; Farrand et al., 2005].
[43] (2) Six exposures are elongated structures, possible

flow features (including inverted channels) of sedimentary or
volcanic origin which exhibit Fe/Mg phyllosilicates
signatures. They are found in units of SE Acidalia Planum,
Cydonia Mensae, and south Acidalia Planitia. These units
are dated to the Hesperian era.
[44] (3) Four exposures are small buttes in Chryse Planitia,

north of Deuteronilus, and Protonilus Mensae. These are

Craters with aeolian gyspum deposits Craters with phyllosiliates Other landforms exhibiting hydrous minerals

Figure 6. Detections of hydrous minerals in the northern plains of Mars.

Opaline silica Zeolite
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Utopia  Rupes
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EA-LA
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50 km

Figure 7. Detections of hydrous minerals in Amazonian-aged terrains of Utopia Rupes in the northern
plains of Mars. (a) THEMIS mapping overlain by the geological map of Tanaka et al. [2005] of Utopia
Rupes. (b) HiRISE close-up and CRISM mineral mapping in Utopia Rupes showing zeolites (yellow)
over a butte and opaline silica (blue) over a NW-SE trending structure and two small cones. EA: Early
Amazonian; LH: Late Hesperian; LA: Late Amazonian. North is up.
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part of chaotic units at the dichotomy boundary and are
likely eroded remnants of the highlands. Their units are also
dated to the Hesperian era.
[45] (4) Four exposures of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates have

been found in degraded buttes within units of Noachian
and Late Noachian-Early Hesperian ages. Three are located
in Acidalia Colles (see Figure 8) and the fourth one is
located in the Tartarus Montes of Elysium Planitia.
[46] As a summary, the extent of preserved Noachian

material in the northern lowlands is too restricted and the
number of observations and detections too small to allow
to infer the extent or the strength of alteration. It also cannot
be compared directly to what was inferred for the southern
highlands based on a much larger statistical sample. Despite
these limitations, we find that
[47] (1) All observed dust-free Noachian units of the north-

ern lowlands targeted by CRISM show phyllosilicate deposits.
Some are located 180� apart in longitude. The only non-
observed surviving Noachian-aged unit of the lowlands sur-
rounds theOrcus Patera in ElysiumPlanitia. It has no observation
covering it in our sample owing to the high surface dust content.
[48] (2) An important fraction of craters large enough to

have excavated basement material display phyllosilicates,
in a compositional suite similar to that of the southern
highland craters. They are found at all longitudes and all
sub-polar latitudes.
[49] (3) Small structures that cannot be dated accurately

but whose ages range from the Noachian to the Amazonian
are found to display hydrous minerals. Some are surface flow
features. These are also found at a wide range of longitudes.
[50] (4) The Amazonian-aged unit displays a hydrous min-

eralogy different (no clays) than those of Hesperian to Noa-
chian ages, but a geological context that could reveal transient
Amazonian hydrothermal circulation.

4. Diversity of Hydrated Minerals on Mars

4.1. Overview

[51] Over 10 different hydrous minerals have been found
on Mars, which typically form/transform in distinct

environments on Earth. Our investigation confirms the di-
versity of hydrous minerals found by previous investigations
[e.g., Murchie et al., 2009; Ehlmann et al., 2009], but the
number of occurrences significantly increases the statistics
of the different mineral classes. To infer trends in composi-
tion, we sort our detections according to nine spectral clas-
ses: (1) Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicates (including smectites, ver-
miculites, micas and mixed layered smectites/vermiculites),
(2) chlorites (including chlorite and mixed layered chlorite/
corrensite), (3) Al-rich smectites/micas, (4) Al-rich kaolins
(kaolinite, halloysite), (5) opaline silica, (6) zeolites/sulfates,
(7) serpentines/carbonates, (8) prehnite, and (9) epidote. Each
class corresponds to one or several minerals with similar
spectral features. Sorting detections into these spectral classes
instead of specific mineral species is necessary to overcome
limits in our identification capability. Some classes such as
prehnite or epidote each trace a unique mineral because they
have very specific absorption features, while others such as
Fe/Mg phyllosilicates trace mineral families with a similar
cationic content. The zeolite/sulfate class is the only one that
groups minerals that formed in very different environments.
This stems from the fact that many hydrated salts have their
spectra dominated by H2O bands similar to zeolites, which
render their discrimination difficult. Serpentines and carbo-
nates have broadly similar spectral features which can only
be discriminated when the signal-to-noise of the observation is
high enough. Both types of minerals where therefore
conservatively placed in the mineral class, although they
may at times form in different environments. We also find
that while 51% of the CRISM observations displaying
hydrous minerals only have one hydrous mineral class
(usually Fe/Mg phyllosilicates), the remainder can have up
to six different hydrous minerals within an observation.
[52] The number of detections for each mineral class is

shown in Figure 9. Fe/Mg phyllosilicates are found to be
by far the most common hydrous mineral on Mars, as they
are found in 89% of all hydrous exposures. Chlorites/
corrensites are the secondmost frequent class with a frequency
around 20%, closely followed by Al-rich smectites/micas
(�18%). Except for epidote which was only found in five

b
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Figure 8. Detections of hydrous minerals in Noachian-aged terrains of Acidalia Colles in the northern
plains of Mars. (a) THEMIS mapping overlain by the geological map of Tanaka et al. [2005] of Acidalia
Colles. CRISM detections of Fe/Mg clays are shown in red. Ages are indicated over each unit. (b) CTX
close-up on Noachian to Early Hesperian-aged degraded buttes displaying Fe/Mg clays (mapped in
red). EA: Early Amazonian; EH: Early Hesperian; EN: Early Noachian; MN: Middle Noachian; LN: Late
Noachian. North is up.
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exposures, the remaining classes have a frequency between
7% and 15%. If we merge Al-rich smectites/micas and Al-rich
kaolins, which are broadly found in similar environments on
Earth, then Al-rich phyllosilicates become the second most
common type of minerals on Mars (�33%).

4.2. Detailed Spectral Analysis

[53] Table 1 summarizes the types and composition of
hydrous minerals found to date on Mars using OMEGA
and CRISM. We now investigate in more detail the spectral
variability of some hydrous minerals detected on Mars.
4.2.1. Fe/Mg Phyllosilicates
[54] The mineralogy of spectral classes exhibiting a

2.3 mm band due to Fe and/or Mg cations bonded with
hydroxyl groups consists of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates (including
mixed-layered clays), Fe/Mg serpentines, and Fe/Mg
carbonates. Chlorites are Al/Fe/Mg phyllosilicates which have
been unambiguously identified onMars and are little discussed
in this section. It is possible to further discriminate these
minerals based on both the band position and shape. Fe-rich
minerals usually have bands in the range of 2.285–2.29mm
while Mg-rich minerals have their band shifted up to
2.32/2.33mm [e.g., Bishop et al., 2002]. The band is sharp
and rather symmetrical for smectites and serpentines while
it is smooth and asymmetrical in vermiculites and mixed-
layered clays.
[55] Figure 10 shows several CRISM spectra representa-

tive of the diversity in position and shape of the 2.3 mm
band, excluding carbonates and serpentines. The position
ranges from 2.285 to 2.32 mm, with a shape from sharp and
symmetrical to smooth and asymmetrical (close to a spectral
shoulder). This indicates variability in structure and
composition of the Fe/Mg phyllosilicates on Mars. The right
panel shows laboratory spectra that best fit the CRISM
spectra: the (Fe) end-member nontronite (2:1 smectite group),
the (Mg) end-member talc (2:1 talc group), the (Mg) end-
member saponite (2:1 smectite group), two (Al, Fe, Mg)
vermiculites with slightly different compositions (2:1 mica
group), (Al, Fe, Mg) hornblende (amphibole group), an

(Al, Fe, Mg) chlorite, and the (Al, Fe, Mg) glauconite
(2:1 mica group).
[56] The only laboratory spectrum to offer an excellent

match to some CRISM spectra is that of (Fe) nontronite
(top spectra in Figure 10b). Nontronite was definitely
identified as early as the first OMEGA detections of clays
on Mars [Poulet et al., 2005], further confirmed with
CRISM [e.g., Bishop et al., 2008b]. (Mg) saponite has been
proposed in a number of studies [e.g., Mustard et al., 2008;
Ehlmann et al., 2009] but never proved to be a perfect match
to CRISM spectra. Although never found totally pure, this
phase was proposed to be one of the main components of
the majority of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates on Mars [e.g.,Mustard
et al., 2008]. Our investigation yields the same results. As
proposed by several studies [e.g.,Milliken et al., 2010], mixed
layer clays dominated by saponite are also a possibility but we
lack laboratory spectra to explore this possibility further. (Mg)
talc is also a possibility in some cases but while the 2.2–2.4mm
bands are a good match to some CRISM spectra, the overall
spectral shape is inconsistent with Martian spectra. Chlorites,
micas (e.g., glauconite), and amphiboles (e.g., hornblende)
are also a possibility to explain some features of the CRISM
spectra but require a mixture with saponite. This possibility
is explored below. Finally, vermiculite, an alteration mineral
of biotite micas in basalts provides the best overall match to
most CRISM spectra of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates: (i) the positive
slope in the [1.1–1.8] mm range, (ii) the shape of the 1.9mm
band, (iii) the shape of the 2.3mm spectral “shoulder,” and
(iv) the Fe/Mg-OH band position at 2.3mm are all very well
reproduced. We consider the presence of vermiculite mixed
with smectites very likely on Mars.
[57] In addition to the 2.3 mm band, a smaller band is at

times seen in the 2.22–2.25 mm range as exemplified in the
bottom three spectra of Figure 10a and in Figure 11. As it
is very shallow and found within the left wing of the
2.3 mm band, it is difficult to detect. We crudely estimate
its presence in at least 10% of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates spectra.
This band is centered at a higher wavelength than the Al-OH
band present in Al-rich phyllosilicates, and these spectra
consequently differ from spatial mixtures of Al and Fe/Mg
clays, although such mixtures are found occasionally
(e.g., blue spectrum of Figure 13). The band position is instead
consistent with that of AlFe-OH and AlMg-OH structural
bands found in phyllosilicates with (Al, Fe), (Al, Mg), or
(Al, Fe, Mg) cations [e.g., Bishop et al., 2008a]. To further
investigate the origin of this additional band, we compare
the CRISM spectra to pure end-members of (Al, Fe, Mg)
chlorite, (Al, Fe) nontronite, and (Mg) saponite (top three
spectra of Figure 11). We also build linear (spatial) mixtures
of saponite with several micas, a vermiculite, an amphibole,
and a chlorite. The mineral fraction is adjusted using the
standard gradient-expansion curve fitting method so as to
produce the best fit to the CRISM spectra. Based on these
spectra, four possible origins for this band are discussed:
[58] (1) The first possibility is the presence of Fe/Mg-bearing

micas (e.g., biotite, clintonite, glauconite) and/or vermiculites.
Fe/Mg micas reproduce well the overall spectral shape and ad-
ditional 2.22–2.25mm band (Figure 11). Mixed with saponite
they produce very good matches to the CRISM spectra. As dis-
cussed earlier in this section, we find that the best overall match
to most Fe/Mg phyllosilicates on Mars are (Al, Fe2+, Mg)
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Figure 9. Hydrous mineral diversity onMars. The detections
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diversity found to-date.
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Table 1. Summary of all Hydrous Minerals Detected With OMEGA and CRISM to Datea

Mineral type Group Name Composition In Fig. Lab. sp.

Phyll. kaolins halloysite Al2Si2O5(OH)4 13 RELAB
Phyll. serpentine lizardite Mg3Si2O5(OH)4 ? RELAB
Phyll. smectite montmorillonite (Ca,Na)Al2Si4O10(OH)2 13 RELAB
Phyll. smectite beidellite (Na)Al2(Si3, Al)O10(OH)2 13 RELAB
Phyll. smectite nontronite Ca;Nað ÞFe3þ2 Si3Alð ÞO10 OHð Þ2 10 RELAB
Phyll. smectite saponite (Ca,Na)Mg3(Si3Al)O10(OH)2 10 RELAB
Phyll. mica vermiculite (Ca,Mg)(Si3Al)(Al,Mg,Fe)2O10(OH)2 10 RELAB
Phyll. mica muscovite (K)Al2(Si3, Al)O10(OH)2 13 USGS
Phyll. mica illite (K, H3O)(Al,Mg,Fe)2(Si3, Al)O10(OH)2 13 RELAB
Phyll. mica margarite CaAl2(Al2Si2)O10(OH)2 13 USGS
Phyll. chlorite clinochlore (Mg,Fe,Al)(Mg, Fe2+)5(Si3, Al)O10(OH)8 11 USGS
Phyll. prehnite prehnite Ca2Al2Si3O10(OH)2 ∘ RELAB
Salt sulfate gypsum CaSO:

42 H2Oð Þ 12 RELAB
Salt sulfate bassanite 2CaSO:

4 H2Oð Þ 12 USGS
Salt sulfate alunite KAl3(SO4)2(OH)6 12 RELAB
Salt sulfate amarantite? Fe3+(SO4)(OH) 12 ♦
Salt sulfate jarosite KFe3+3(SO4)2(OH)6 12 RELAB
Salt sulfate rozenite Fe2þSO:

44 H2Oð Þ 12 RELAB
Salt sulfate szomolnokite Fe2þSO:

4 H2Oð Þ 12 RELAB
Salt carbonate magnesite MgCO3 � RELAB
Tectos. zeolite analcime NaAlSi2O

:
6 H2Oð Þ 12 USGS

Tectos. zeolite gismondine Ca2Al4Si4O
:
169 H2Oð Þ 12 RELAB

Tectos. opaline silica opal SiO:
2n H2Oð Þ † RELAB

Inos. amphibole riebeckite Na2 Fe2þ3 Fe3þ2 ÞSi8O22 OHð Þ2
�

13 USGS
Soros. epidote epidote Ca2(Fe

3 +, Al)3(SiO4)3(OH) ♣ USGS

aFrom left to right: mineral type, mineral group, mineral name, generic chemical composition, location of the spectra in a figure of this paper or citation
to another paper, source of the laboratory spectrum used to make the identification. Phyll.: phyllosilicates; Soros.: sorosilicates; Tectos.: tectosilicates; ?:
Ehlmann et al. [2010]; ∘: Ehlmann et al. [2009]; �: Ehlmann et al. [2008a]; ♦: Morris et al. [2009]; ♣: Carter et al. (submitted manuscript, 2012) ; †: Milli-
ken et al. [2008].
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vermiculites. Contrary to micas, vermiculite alone provides a
very good fit to most Fe/Mg phyllosilicates.
[59] (2) The presence of (Al, Fe, Mg) smectites, perhaps as

mixed-layered clays. Smectites with both Al and Fe or Al and
Mg in their structure can induce AlFe-OH or AlMg-OH bands
in the 2.22–2.25mm region. A spectrum of (Al, Fe) nontronite
is shown in purple in Figure 11. Neither the position nor the
shape of the 2.285mm Fe-OH band is impacted by the presence
of the Al cation when compared to a pure (Fe) nontronite spec-
trum [Bishop et al., 2008a], so we refer to Al-rich clays when the
proportion of Al compared to Fe/Mg is high enough to induce
Al-OH absorption bands. However, both the 2.22–2.25 and
2.85mm bands do not fit the CRISM spectra (black) as the sam-
ple lacks the Mg cation. Similarly to (Al, Fe) nontronite, we do
not expect a change of the Mg-OH band for (Al, Mg) smectites
compared to purely (Mg) smectites. As shown in Figure 11 with
saponite (blue), the Mg-OH band is sharp and symmetrical and
does not perfectly fit that of our spectra (black), even though
the latter have the sharpest Mg-OH band found to-date (to be
compared with the other CRISM spectra of Figure 10). We
therefore do not consider (Al, Mg) smectites the most likely
explanation.
[60] (3) Mixed-layered clays with a (Al, Fe, Mg) smectite/

chlorite (corrensite) structure. The possibility for mixed-layered

clays has been proposed by several workers including Milliken
et al. [2010] to explain our inability to provide an exact match
to some spectral features of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates on Mars.
Comparison with pure Fe or Mg end-member spectra (nontro-
nite and saponite) shows a slight shift in the Fe/Mg-OH band
position and shape (slightly asymmetrical and smoother on
Mars than their end-member counterparts) which could be
explained by the mixing of smectite layers with corrensite or
chlorites. Chlorites have a 2.22–2.25mm band due to Al in its
structure which could explain the spectra considered here.
When inter-layered with smectites as corrensite, we find that
the resulting spectrum has an intermediate shape between that
of pure smectite (saponite) and pure chlorite. While this
spectrum does exhibit this additional 2.22–2.25 mm band,
it also deforms the 2.3 mm band which becomes a large spec-
tral shoulder, thus incompatible with some of our observa-
tions. If we consider instead a linear mixture of two-third
chlorites and one-third saponite (yellow spectrum in Fig-
ure 11), we find a good fit to the CRISM spectra in the 2.2–
2.4mm region. While the fit is good in this region, the
1.9mm band of the CRISM spectra is not modified as expected
by the diagnostic 2.0mm band in chlorites, making large
amounts of mixed chlorites unlikely. However, small amounts
of chlorites mixed with saponite cannot be excluded.
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Signatures of chlorite not mixed with an Fe/Mg clay are often
found on Mars, and they exhibit this 2.0mm band.
[61] (4) Another spectral combination is a mixture of Fe/Mg

smectites with amphibole (e.g., hornblende). Some amphiboles
such as (Al, Mg) glaucophane or (Al, Fe, Mg) hornblende have
a spectrum very similar to micas and some vermiculites as they
also exhibit the 2.22–2.25, 2.30, and 2.38–2.4mm bands. Both
mineral groups are good candidates to account for the CRISM
spectra. The linear mixture of saponite and hornblende (brown
spectrum of Figure 11) provides an overall good match to the
spectral shape in the 1.1–2.65mm range and of both the shapes
and positions of the 2.3 and 2.22–2.25mm bands.
[62] Mixtures of smectites and amphiboles at such frequent

occurrences would be surprising since amphiboles form
metamorphically at great depth and high temperature while
smectites are typically in a low temperature/shallow depth
phase. Conversely, micas/vermiculites are common minerals
in terrestrial basalts. Fe/Mg micas have not yet been detected
on Mars but have been hypothesized in mixtures with Fe-rich
smectites in Mawrth Vallis [Bishop et al., 2008b; McKeown
et al., 2009], while K/Al micas have been detected on rare
occasions. Moreover, vermiculites are a common alteration
product of biotite micas on Earth. Therefore, given the
available laboratory spectra and based on common mineral
assemblages on Earth, we consider likely the possibility that
micas variably altered to vermiculite are found mixed with
smectites on Mars. In summary, we find that the vast majority
of spectra are very similar but are not compatible with the
spectra of pure Fe3+ nontronite or pure saponite smectites,
and occasionally exhibit a very weak “mica band” around
2.22–2.25mm.
[63] In this work, we did not take into account possible

environmental controls on the spectral shape and bands of
Martian clays as investigated by, e.g., Gavin and Chevrier
[2010], Gavin et al. [2011], Morris et al. [2011], Daly
et al. [2011], and Che and Glotch [2012] which include
desiccation, thermal heating, and mechanical shock. In the
case of this possible “mica band,” laboratory work using a
mineralogical proxy closer to the Martian species may provide
an alternative so as to its origin.
4.2.2. Serpentines and Carbonates
[64] Serpentines have two additional weak and sharp

bands at �2.12 mm (Si-O bend) and at �2.5 mm. Fe/Mg
carbonates (e.g., siderite/magnesite) also have a smooth
additional CO 2�

3 band at 2.5 mm. Following guidelines
established when both types of minerals were first reported
on Mars [Ehlmann et al., 2008b, 2009], all these additional
bands are required to make a detection. Because the
2.12 mm band is weak and the SNR usually too low to
discriminate between a sharp and smooth 2.5 mm band, we
grouped these two minerals in the same class and only
occasionally managed to discriminate between the two. Over
90 carbonates and serpentines exposures have been identified
thus far, expanding the sample size by a factor of 4 to 5
compared to previous investigations [Ehlmann et al., 2011a,
2011b]. These exposures are often found in close occur-
rence with spectrally pure olivine or olivine mixed with
phyllosilicates. Some additional tens of exposures on Mars
show evidence for altered olivine, but lack the additional
bands to definitely identify carbonates or serpentines. Alto-
gether, the amount of serpentine on Mars is highly limited,

arguing against a planetary-scale serpentinization as the
dominant aqueous alteration process.
4.2.3. Zeolites and Sulfates
[65] Zeolite spectra are dominated by a large shoulder

between 2.3 and 2.4 mm, a sharp symmetrical band at
�1.9 mm (similar or sharper than that of phyllosilicates)
and a small band at �1.4 mm. All three are due to bound
water [Clark et al., 1990]. Occasionally, smaller bands can
be seen at �1.2 mm, at �1.8 mm, in the right wing of the
1.9 mm band, at �2.2 mm, and in the 2.3–2.4 mm range.
These are due not only to water but also to Metal-OH bends
with cations Al, Fe, Ca, and Na [Cloutis et al., 2002].
Hydrated sulfates, and hydrated salts in general (except for
carbonates which have specific CO3 absorptions), also have
their spectra dominated by water bands. Laboratory studies
[e.g., Hanley et al., 2011] have shown that while some
spectra of salts have very specific features when dehydrated
or in low hydration states, they gradually lose these diagnostic
features and the spectra become very similar to that of pure
water ice with an increasing hydration state. The presence of
polyhydrated sulfates versus other salts on Mars has been
asserted on the basis of (i) in situ measurements at Sinus
Meridiani by the MER/Opportunity rover co-observed by
OMEGA then CRISM. (ii) The unambiguous detection of
mono/semi-hydrated sulfates (e.g., kieserite) at proximity to
polyhydrated sulfate exposures. Identically to some zeolites,
a few hydroxylated sulfates have Metal-OH bands that have
allowed their definite identification, such as (K, Al) alunite
and (K, Fe) jarosite. (iii) The nearby presence of other hydrous
minerals indicating an acidic environment compatible with
sulfate precipitation (e.g., kaolins, opal, (Al, Fe)-nontronite).
There are however a number of exposures on Mars where
these three supporting evidences are not found, and while
sulfates are almost always proposed in OMEGA and CRISM
studies, other types of hydrated minerals are a viable
alternative in these cases.
[66] Figure 12 presents a representative sample of zeolite

and sulfate/hydrated salt spectra from CRISM (left) compared
to laboratory analogues (right). With the exception of (Na)-
analcime (first reported in Ehlmann et al. [2009]), we found
no other zeolite spectrum that perfectly matched the CRISM
data. (Na) natrolite was reported in this previous study but
we found no substantial evidence for its presence in our data
set. Potential matches include (Ca)-gismondine, (Na, K, Ca)
clinoptilolite, (Na, K, Ca) mordenite, and (Na, Ca) thomsonite.
While the exact mineral is not identified, we see variations in
the shape and position of 2.3–2.4mm spectral shoulder and
1.9mm band which indicate variable cation compositions
and mineral structures. In about �20–40% of the zeolite
spectra, we found a very weak band at 2.2mm indicative of
AlNa-OH transitions [Cloutis et al., 2002]. This band
strengthens our identification of zeolites as it is not found in
polyhydrated sulfates.
[67] Excluding the few sulfates and zeolites which can be

unambiguously discriminated, we find that the only way
to attempt their discrimination lies in the position of the
2.3–2.4 mm shoulder and the shape of the 1.9 mm band.
The shoulder is typically shifted toward shorter wavelengths
in polyhydrated sulfates whereas the 1.9 mm band is
typically sharper and more symmetrical in zeolites. Based
on these criteria, we find that the vast majority (>80%) of
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minerals detected within the zeolite/sulfate class are likely to
be zeolites.
[68] The other 20% of detections are likely to be polyhy-

drated sulfates. A good match is (Fe)-rozenite but many
other sulfate spectra can be considered. A minority are
mono/semi-hydrated sulfates (including a mineral akin to
(Mg)-kieserite or (Fe)-szomolnokite and (Ca)-bassanite).
These have been reported in previous works [e.g., Gendrin
et al., 2005; Roach, 2009;Wray et al., 2010]. An even smaller
number of exposures are consistent with the hydroxylated
sulfates alunite, jarosite, and a de-hydrated ferric sulfate
hydroxide with the same structural composition as amarantite.
These were first reported in Swayze et al. [2008], Farrand
et al. [2009], and Massé et al. [2008].
4.2.4. Al-Smectites, Al-Kaolins, and Al-Mica
[69] Figure 13 summarizes the spectral diversity of Al-

phyllosilicates on Mars. Al-smectites have been identified
since the earliest detections of clays [Bibring et al., 2006],
and their composition is often inferred to be between that of
montmorillonite and beidelite. These two minerals exhibit fine
variations in the position of their diagnostic 2.2mm band
which we also experienced in our set. We find Al-smectites
and Al-kaolins to be present at about equal frequency onMars
(Figure 9).
[70] Al-kaolins are kaolinite and halloysite. They are dis-

criminated based on their sharp doublet band at 2.17/2.21mm,

a weaker doublet at 1.38/1.41mm, and other very small bands
at 2.3 and 2.4mm. Kaolinite is non-hydrated and therefore
should not exhibit the 1.9mm band, whereas halloysite does.
In practice, laboratory spectra of kaolinite taken in ambient
air display this 1.9mm, likely due to adsorbed water. This band
is almost systematically found in CRISM spectra, but we do
not attempt to discriminate between kaolinite and halloysite
as it is very sensitive to the hydration state of the mineral.
[71] Both Al-smectites and Al-micas present a symmetrical

band centered at 2.2mm but micas present two additional
bands at�2.35/2.43mm that should allow their discrimination
(Figure 13). Because this band sometimes coincides with the
Fe/Mg-OH bands of Fe/Mg phyllosilicates, micas can be
mistaken for mixtures of Al + Fe/Mg clays and only very high
SNR spectra can allow their definite identification. Al-micas
are a very rare phase on Mars and only the (Al, K) micas illite
and muscovite have been reported to date [e.g.,Mustard et al.,
2008; Ehlmann et al., 2009]. We report the detection of a new
(Ca, Al) mica on Mars, margarite, and the tentative detection
of the (Na, Fe) amphibole riebeckite. Margarite not only
exhibits common 2.2, 2.35, and 2.43mm bands of Al-micas
but also exhibits a weak 2.26mm band that is found in CRISM
data (purple spectrum in Figure 13). Margarite is only reported
in one exposure to date (CRISM observation FRT0001188F,
�[65.8�E,�28�N]). Similarly, one exposure exhibits a signa-
ture akin to margarite but which overall spectral shape is best
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matched by riebeckite (CRISM observation FRT0000634B,
�[258.8�E, �28.8�N]). Riebeckite is not an Al-bearing
amphibole but it exhibits a hydroxyl-lattice combination band
that creates a feature at 2.26mm.

5. Dating the Hydrous Mineral
Exposures on Mars

[72] Because hydrous minerals place strong constraints on
the surface and subsurface environments, they are key
markers of the ancient surface and subsurface conditions.
For example, the geothermal gradient and water availability
in the crust are expected to dictate what mineral species
form as a function of depth, and these evolved through
time. The paleoclimate and geochemical state of the surface
governed the fate of water at the surface and subsurface
(temperature, salinity, pH, stability) which in turn impacted
mineral formation/transformation. Hence placing time
constraints on their formation provides snapshots of the
evolution of the climate and geological state of Mars at
various epochs.
[73] Figure 14a shows that a vast majority of hydrous

minerals, primarily phyllosilicates, are found in terrains of

Noachian age. Fewer hydrous mineral exposures are found
in Hesperian-aged terrains and a negligible number are
found in Amazonian-aged terrains. It is possible to investi-
gate further the age of the hydrous mineral-bearing terrains
by using the global geological map of Mars from Scott
and Tanaka [1986] which classifies the Martian surface in
54 geological units dated using crater counting. The map is
largely based on low resolution imagery from Viking data
has recently been upgraded by Tanaka et al. [2012]. We
use the updated epoch boundary ages from Hartmann
[2005]. Figure 14b shows a histogram of the hydrous
mineral occurrence frequency with their unit’s age, from the
Early Noachian (EN) to the Late Amazonian (LA). For each
hydrous mineral detection, we attribute a single geological
unit age given the relative small size of the mineral exposures
compared to the size of the units. Only very few terrains
have been dated to within a high degree of precision
(<10–100Myr), and many of the hydrous mineral bearing
terrains have a unit-age that can span parts or entire epochs.
Since the average unit age may not reflect the true unit’s age
or age span, we chose to keep this temporal dimension for
each unit when building the histogram of detection frequency
as a function of time. For each detection is given a horizontal
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dimension in the histogram which corresponds to the age span
that was provided in the geological map (top panel of
Figure 14b). Finally, as each unit age is not equally
represented in terms of surface coverage on Mars, we
normalize each data entry (horizontal bar in the histogram)
by the surface coverage of each corresponding unit. The result
is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 14b.
[74] Most of the detections occur inside old Noachian

terrains. The occurrence frequency is much lower but
remains constant in terrains dated from the middle of the

Noachian (MN) to those of the middle of the Hesperian
(MH) and then slowly decays to a near-zero value in terrains
dating from the late Hesperian onward.
[75] The ages shown correspond to geologic units, but do

not necessary reflect the time of hydrous mineral formation.
Indeed, the age of some mineral outcrops, as well as the
corresponding alteration from which they formed, might
not reflect that of the dated unit. Alteration can be younger
than the unit, for example, in the case of younger fluid
circulation or weathering. Alteration can be older than the
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outcrops, for example, in the case of clays transported and
accumulated in sedimentary bodies. Nevertheless, the pau-
city of alteration signatures in Amazonian (and to a lesser ex-
tent Hesperian) terrains demonstrates a posteriori that the hy-
drous minerals detected in the Noachian terrains have a poor
chance to date from this late period. As discussed in section
6, impact-driven hydrothermal formation of clays is likely a
minor formation process although some examples have been
found which mostly date to the Hesperian to Amazonian per-
iods. Noachian-aged craters are usually too degraded in
order to identify potential hydrothermal systems there (most
have been infilled and/or eroded), but a study of the
clay’s geomorphic context does not argue in favor of mas-
sive Noachian-aged impact-driven hydrothermal clay forma-
tion. Thus, the trend observed on the histogram shows that
we can use these ages as representing roughly the alteration
periods, and not only the age of the corresponding units.
Moreover, the crater counting technique prevents from mea-
suring ages older than the Early Noachian (EN), essentially
starting with the Hellas related impact (�4.1Gyr), although
some hydrated minerals (Fe/Mg phyllosilicates in particular)
could well have formed earlier and have been identified in
EN or younger terrains.
[76] Under the assumption that the age of the terrains in

which given minerals are detected reflects that of their
formation, our observations are in good agreement with
an early timeline proposed by Bibring et al. [2006] based
on which the following paradigm of Martian alteration
was proposed: (i) most phyllosilicates formed during
the Noachian or pre-Noachian at/near the surface and at
greater depth in the crust, (ii) phyllosilicates formation
dropped drastically as early as the Late Noachian and
fewer hydrous minerals formed, dominated by hydrated
sulfates, and (iii) the Amazonian saw very little to no aque-
ous alteration. This paradigm was derived based only on a
few tens of detections which had been characterized so far
as OMEGA’s spatial resolution and coverage allowed after
2 years of investigation.
[77] The earliest period of the Noachian has a lower

occurrence frequency than the rest of the Noachian. We
hypothesize that this is due to two reasons: First, while units
of most ages are well represented on Mars, the terrains dated
to the early Noachian or earlier only cover ≤4% of the entire
planet. Second, these oldest terrains are also the most
disrupted by cratering and other resurfacing processes.
[78] The trends observed here can only be applied at a

global scale and small variations of the frequency with time
should not be taken into account. In particular, the discontinu-
ities at the boundaries of periods or epochs (MN-LN, LN-EH,
LH-EA) are likely due (at least partially) to a bias in the dating
method of the geological units. Many units have ages which
start or end at the exact same date, and the choice of this date
can be somewhat arbitrary. This induces discontinuities in the
form of spikes or abrupt drops in the histogram. In particular,
while most phyllosilicates are found in units dated to around or
before the middle of the Noachian, the abrupt drop there is
likely an overestimation. Of special interest is the spike
observed at the Late Noachian-Early Hesperian transition.
This epoch has been proposed as an epoch of intense surface
flow [Irwin et al., 2005] that therefore could have induced
phyllosilicate formation at the surface. Given the dating

artifacts at the boundary, we cannot conclude so as to an
increased phyllosilicate formation then.

6. Broad Morphological Contexts

[79] The final aspect that we investigated is the morphological
context. While a manual, in-depth investigation of the
mineralogy was carried out for every detected exposure on
Mars, it was not possible to reach the same level of detail for
the morphological context. A detailed investigation of any site
would require the use of various imagery data sets, thermal
inertia, altimetry, geological maps, stratigraphy, etc. Such an
approach is too time consuming to be applied to the entirety
of the set. We therefore use a two-step process: every site is
investigated using a coarse morphological/geological
approach and sites of particular interest are subsequently
investigated in more detail. The results of the in-depth
analyses are beyond the scope of this paper and will be
presented in an upcoming paper. The coarse morphological
context investigation is carried out by using systematically the
100–200m/pixel THEMIS IR daytime mosaic, 460m/pixel
MOLA topography, and the geological map mentioned above.
In a few cases, THEMIS IR nighttime images were used to
assess the relative thermal inertia of the altered unit. Addition-
ally, for about half the detections (mainly CRISM-based), we
used higher resolution imagery from CTX and/or HRSC and/
or HiRISE.
[80] To classifymajor trends, we degrade the morphological

context characterization level into four categories: (i) crustal
outcrops, (ii) horizontal (or sub-horizontal) deposits in plains
or infilling craters, many of which show layering and have
been interpreted as sedimentary deposits, (iii) alluvial fans
and deltas, and (iv) impact craters. These categories differ
slightly from the classes used inMurchie et al. [2009]. Within
the class “deep phyllosilicates” of Murchie et al. [2009], we
separate those found in massifs, knobs, scarps, and mounds
to those found in craters. This is done so as to prevent possible
hydrothermal minerals formed following an impact to
contaminate the “crustal outcrops” category. Crustal outcrops
therefore will be defined as any deposit within an ancient
(Noachian), indurated unit (massif, knob, within a scarp,
mound) and occasional horizontal structures such as in the
Mawrth Vallis region. To the exception of Mawrth Vallis,
no sedimentary stratigraphy is visible in this type of context.
In Mawrth Vallis, the origin of the stratified clays is still
debated, but its old age and the thickness of the bulky deposit
have led us to classify this deposit as crustal. The class
“phyllosilicates in intra-crater fans” becomes “alluvial fans
and deltas” because we find other types of hydrous minerals
associated to these fluvial landforms and because these are
not only found in craters. We removed the “carbonate
deposits” class because carbonates are now found in various
types of settings that do not broadly differ from those of other
hydrous minerals on Mars. Detections of carbonates are
therefore sorted into their corresponding geomorphic contexts
and not given a class that would identify them by their
composition instead of setting. We also ignore the polar
“gypsum deposits” as they have been investigated in previous
works [e.g., Langevin et al., 2005; Massé et al., 2010].
Because the nature of many deposits in plains remains
unknown even with high-resolution imagery, we define the
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“horizontal deposits” category which expands the “plains
sediments” class as defined by Murchie et al. [2009]. It is
likely that most of the exposures within the “horizontal depos-
its” category are in fact of sedimentary origin, although layer-
ing cannot always be seen at THEMIS spatial resolution. Clas-
ses referring to “Valles” and “Meridiani” deposits are ignored
as their corresponding regions have been excluded from this
study. All layered sedimentary deposits, whatever the origin
were then classified as “horizontal deposits,” essentially merg-
ing the “Meridiani,” “Siliceous,” and “Valles-type” layered
deposits classes. Finally, impact craters could have had an am-
biguous role in the nature and distribution of hydrous minerals
on Mars. They could have formed minerals in hydrothermal
systems [Abramov and Kring, 2005] or excavated them from
various depths [Barnhart and Nimmo, 2011].We therefore de-
rive a separate category for this context.
[81] Figure 15a shows the global map of hydrous minerals

according to the morphological context and Figure 15b
shows the context frequency. Over 50% of our detections
are associated with an impact structure, i.e., a central peak/
rims, wall, or ejecta. The second most common contexts
are horizontal/sub-horizontal (many sedimentary) deposits
and account for �25% of the detections. Crustal outcrops
are found in less than 20% and alluvial fans/deltas in about
5% of cases. Because of the difficulty in precisely identifying
the often degraded contexts, the limited spatial resolution
of the imaging instruments and geological maps used,
and some degree of arbitrary in our classification method

(as also recognized in Murchie et al. [2009], the occurrence
frequencies presented hereafter should be considered accurate
only to the several percent level.
[82] While our morphological investigation of the hydrous

mineral exposures yields the same diversity as previous
global surveys [Murchie et al., 2009; Ehlmann et al.,
2011a, 2011b], we found large discrepancies on a regional
scale compared with Ehlmann et al. [2011a, 2011b]. Instead
of crustal outcrops, we map an important fraction of the
northern Hellas exposures as being sedimentary plain
deposits and intra-crater infilling. Some of these exposures
have been identified as sediments from previous works
[e.g., Ansan et al., 2011; Crown et al., 2010] which
post-date the basin-forming event.
[83] To the exception of crustal outcrops, most of these

contexts imply that the hydrous mineral exposures have
been spatially remobilized since their formation. The
dominance of crater structures is the best example and shows
the importance of this process. While hydrothermal
formation has been proposed for a few Martian craters
[Marzo et al., 2010; Gross et al., 2012; Mangold et al.,
2012], we find that the majority of craters actually excavate
buried hydrous minerals at various depths. This is justified
by the fact that hydrothermal systems can hardly explain
hydrous minerals in crater ejecta, which are a common
setting within this context category as already reported in
Mangold et al. [2007], Mustard et al. [2008], Carter et al.
[2011], and Loizeau et al. [2012]. Although many crater

Impact craters

Impact craters

Crustal outcrops Alluvial fans and deltas

Horizontal deposits

Crustal outcrops
Alluvial fans and deltas Horizontal (sedimentary) depositsa

b

Figure 15. Morphological context of hydrous minerals on Mars. (a) Map of detections according to four
major context categories. (b) Frequency of the hydrous mineral contexts.
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hydrous exposures have a preservation state corresponding to
Hesperian and Amazonian impacts [Mangold et al., 2012],
those having impacted Amazonian terrains seldom show
any alteration, contrary to those having impacted older
terrains. This demonstrates that the signal is dominated by
excavation and not hydrothermal alteration, or that the latter
became negligible since 3Gyr [e.g., Mangold, 2012]. Older
impacts of Noachian to Pre-Noachian ages have been mostly
erased or heavily disrupted by subsequent resurfacing
processes. However, impacts were more frequent at that time
as a result of the formation of the Solar System and Late
Heavy Bombardment and have consequently heavily
gardened any clay-bearing exposure which formed then. As
a result, crater excavation can be used to probe today’s upper
crust from the surface to several kilometers deep, but cannot
be used directly to infer where nor how the excavated clays
originally formed.
[84] Crustal outcrops could be the context closest to the

pristine formation context. But even in this case, most original
formation environments have been disturbed by >4Gyr of
gardening processes, and it is not possible to know precisely
the original morphology of the surface or its stratigraphic
relationship with respect to the surrounding terrains. Such
inputs are required to infer the geological environments in
which they formed, including whether they formed at the
surface or at depth.
[85] We find that there are no strong trends in terms of

composition between most morphological contexts (except
when comparing impact and non-impact related contexts).
The near-entire diversity of hydrous minerals is found in
each context and their occurrence frequency is roughly
similar. In addition, this occurrence frequency shows no clear
evolution from the Noachian to the Hesperian. Collectively,
these results show that interpretation of the composition of
broad morphological contexts must be made very prudently,
as resurfacing and remobilization processes, primarily during
the Late Heavy Bombardment, have disrupted most pristine
formation contexts. Only in-depth, local-scale studies may
provide strong constraints on some formation environments.
[86] The impact crater context roughly differs from the

other contexts in terms of composition. As shown in
Figure 16, Fe/Mg clays remain the dominant phase in crater
and non-crater contexts, but impact craters are relatively
enriched in prehnite and chlorites. Conversely, kaolins and
to a lesser extent opaline silica are less common than in
the other contexts. While zeolites and sulfates are difficult
to de-tangle spectrally, an in-depth spectral analysis reveals
that the vast majority of strong zeolite candidates are in fact
associated with impact craters while the strong sulfate
candidates are not. We consider therefore that zeolites are
genetically linked to craters.

7. Comparison With Other Data Sets

7.1. Fluvial Landforms

[87] Mars exhibits a number of morphological features
indicative of surface and shallow sub-surface flow on early
Mars. These include dendritic valley systems, sapping valleys,
alluvial fans and deltas, fluvial/lacustrine sedimentary deposits
and paleo-shoreline [e.g., Carr, 1996]. While many dendritic
valley networks and paleolakes are found in Noachian to Early
Hesperian units as are hydrous minerals, many studies have

put forward the low correlation between the location of altered
minerals and fluvial landforms. For example, in Nili Fossae,
alteration is observed regardless of the few fluvial landforms
observed [Mangold et al., 2007]. In Mawrth Vallis, small
valleys incise a layered substratum in which the alteration
pre-date valley formation [Loizeau et al., 2007; 2012].
[88] Figure 17 shows the location of hydrous minerals on

Mars (red) plotted over the drainage density from Hynek
et al. [2010] and the location of putative open basin lakes
from Fassett and Head [2008a]. Most of the detections
occur within the low to zero drainage density regions and
are uncorrelated with the open basin lakes. We also investi-
gated the temporal correlation using the timing of events in
Fassett and Head [2011]. The earliest dated period not only
for dendritic valley formation (but also for all other fluvial
landforms) is the middle Noachian. On the other hand,
hydrous minerals predominantly formed until the middle
Noachian, thus before the major observed period of valley
formation. Our findings would thus favor a low degree of
spatial and temporal correlations between the observed
fluvial landforms and the major onset of hydrous minerals.
It should be noted however that older fluvial landforms
may not have been preserved by subsequent degradation
processes. In addition, fluvial valleys are erosional land-
forms that do not provide a sink for alteration minerals—
except perhaps in channel deposits but the latter are
frequently buried by subsequent aeolian infilling. For
example, hydrous minerals are not observed within the floor
of valleys but rather exposed in their walls as the altered unit
is dissected by them [e.g., Le Deit et al., 2012]. The presence
of valley networks particularly during the Late Noachian
may however indicate a period of increased surface
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Figure 16. Occurrence frequency of eight spectral classes
of hydrous minerals on Mars according to morphological
context: impact-related (green) or non-impact related
(orange). The frequency is normalized by the total number
of detections in each type of context (659 and 571,
respectively). The black arrows indicate strong variations
(>50% difference in occurrence frequency) between the
two types of contexts. Detailed spectral investigation
allowed associating most zeolites with craters and sulfates
with the other contexts.
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hydrological activity that may have formed surface clays or
transformed pre-dating clays through leaching
[89] A closer look is required toward depositional areas

such as alluvial fans and deltas. Sediment sinks and sediment
transport paths have been reported in some specific locations
[Ehlmann et al., 2008a; Milliken and Bish, 2010; Carter and
Poulet, 2012; Goudge et al., 2012]. These previous findings
suggest that aqueous alteration minerals identified in individ-
ual open-basin lake deposits are present as transported
material as opposed to having formed in situ. We observed
other examples of remobilization as alluvial fans/deltaic
deposits that accumulated detrital clays formed elsewhere.
Nevertheless, many of these sinks are small and late in age
and also suggest a transport in a poorly altering environment
as indicated by the presence of opaline silica [Carter et al.,
2012a]. In general, we do not find large amounts of hydrous
minerals in large sedimentary sinks, but many of the latter
are at low elevation and have been buried beneath subsequent
volcanic plains or aeolian deposits.

7.2. TES- and THEMIS-Based Mineralogy

[90] The TES instrument has observed the Martian surface
in the thermal range of the planet’s spectrum (6–50 mm). The
detection of hydrous silicates using TES is difficult owing to
low SNR and degeneracies between hydrous and anhydrous
silicate bands. Works by Michalski et al. [2005, 2006] have
shown that clays are difficult to identify although they could
account for a small fraction of the southern highlands
(dark terrains). Global TES-based mineral maps (including
hydrous minerals) have been derived in Bandfield [2002] but
do not reproduce our distribution of hydrous minerals while
they yield positive detections in regions that are featureless
in the near-infrared (the northern lowlands in particular). How-
ever, some correlations between CRISM/OMEGA detections

of hydrous minerals and TES/THEMIS-based observations
have been found locally at the outcome of detailed investiga-
tions. One example is a careful comparison of TES data with
OMEGA observations of hydrous minerals that was carried
out in Nili Fossae and Mawrth Vallis, for which some correla-
tions were found indicating that some exposures can be
detected in the thermal infrared [Michalski et al., 2010].
[91] The TES and THEMIS also identified numerous

exposures of high-silica material which could not be unam-
biguously identified, but for which an opal or zeolite type
composition was proposed [Michalski et al., 2005]. More
recently, Bandfield [2008] identified a large exposure of
high-silica bearing deposits located on the western margin
of Hellas Planitia and interpreted it as having a fluvial origin.
Opal or zeolites were proposed for this deposit, although
phyllosilicates were also considered. We achieved an inde-
pendent detection of this extended (>6000 km2) high-silica
deposit in Hellas Planitia [Carter et al., 2009] using
OMEGA then CRISM observations. The mineral maps from
OMEGA and TES are remarkably well correlated as shown
in Figure 18. The mineralogy of this deposit is confirmed to
be primarily opal-rich with indications of an additional
zeolite component. This co-detection indicates that these
data sets can be used jointly to identify zeolites and opaline
on Mars.

8. Discussion

8.1. Timing of the Alteration

[92] Hydrous minerals are found in terrains that are dated
from the Early Noachian to the Amazonian epochs, and their
occurrence frequency has evolved with time. From section
5, a decrease in clay occurrence is observed from the middle
Noachian onward, with negligible occurrences reached

Hydrated minerals Drainage density (km 1)Open basin lakes

Figure 17. Spatial correlation between detections of hydrous minerals (red), fluvial landforms expressed
as drainage density from Hynek et al. [2010] and putative open basin lakes (black dots) from Fassett and
Head [2008a].
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around the Late Hesperian. This evolution with time is
however partially biased by impact cratering. Excavation
by impacts is the dominant setting of hydrous minerals on
Mars, but most craters where hydrous mineral exposures
are detected correspond to well-preserved craters of possible
Hesperian to Amazonian ages in Noachian terrains. Thus, it
could safely be inferred that most of the associated minerals
are Noachian in age, or older. If Hesperian and Amazonian
impacts are the dominant process to place hydrous minerals
on the surface, older impacts (contemporaneous to the
principal observable era of hydrous mineral occurrence) also
surely played a similar role, but most such craters are too de-
graded (or have been destroyed completely) to allow
connecting the mineral exposures to the impact structures.
[93] The global evolution with time of the mineral

occurrence is also biased by the impact flux. Although the
initial and Late Heavy Bombardment impacts fluxes are not
well known and neither are their timings, they were orders of
magnitude higher than the Hesperian and Amazonian
impact fluxes. Thus, this high occurrence frequency of
hydrous minerals during the first half of the Noachian may
partially reflect this higher impact flux, excavating or
hydrothermally forming large amounts of hydrous minerals

at great depth or at the surface. Because any terrain older than
4.1Gyr has reached crater saturation and those slightly
younger (Early Noachian) are the most resurfaced by subse-
quent processes, the mineral occurrence cannot be accurately
inferred for the Early to Pre-Noachian epochs. Only in situ
investigations and dating of clay exposures may provide
answers about the state of alteration during the Pre-Noachian.
In some cases, the same set of events may have produced
together the set of phyllosilicates from Fe/Mg-rich species to
higher leached (Al-rich) ones, but the leaching likely occurred
after Fe/Mg phyllosilicate formed in many cases.

8.2. Formation at Non-Ambient Terrestrial
Temperatures: Diagenetic, Metamorphic, and
Hydrothermal Minerals

[94] On Earth, the hydrous mineralogy is mostly governed
by water availability and temperature. Let us assume a
simple model of the crust where temperature rises with depth
due only to the geothermal gradient and porosity decreases
as pressure increases. In such a case, high temperature and
low W:R minerals will form at depth, while low temperature
minerals will form near or at the surface, with a W:R varying
depending on the presence or not of a shallow cryosphere or
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Figure 18. Co-detection of opaline silica and zeolites in the western margin of Hellas Planitia. (a)
OMEGA mineral maps of opaline silica (2.25mm absorption band depth). The footprint of the THEMIS
observation is over-plotted. (b) High-silica concentration from Bandfield [2008]. (c) Close-up on
overlapping OMEGA and TES observations. Backgrounds are THEMIS IR mosaic with MOLA
colorized elevation.
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hydrosphere. Metamorphic and diagenetic minerals (e.g.,
chlorites, prehnite, the zeolites analcime) would hence form
at depth, while smectite clays (in particular Al-rich smectites
and kaolins if the W:R is high) would form near or at the
surface. This simple model can be applied to Mars but
perturbations exists, including the possibility for deep
hydrothermal Fe/Mg clay formation in heated aquifers as
proposed in Ehlmann et al. [2011a, 2011b]. In addition,
shallow hydrothermal systems (impact or volcanism related)
or surface acidolysis may also perturb this trend. Global
trends can nonetheless be inferred based on our statistical
sample and the geomorphic setting of specific minerals.
[95] The detection of hundreds of exposures of prehnite,

chlorite, and the zeolite analcime in the central peaks and
ejecta of craters collectively point toward formation at
kilometer depth (up to several kilometers) within the crust
as also proposed by Ehlmann et al. [2011a, 2011b]. Prehnite
is not expected to form at the surface in the presence of CO2

in the atmosphere [Frey and Robinson, 1998; Ehlmann
et al., 2009], thus excluding the possibility of impact-driven
hydrothermal formation of prehnite at the surface. In Carter
et al. [2011], the composition of the upper crust is assessed
by studying the dominant hydrous minerals within the ejecta
of craters excavating at depths ranging from the surface to
several kilometers deep. It is found that smaller craters
(D< 5 km) dominantly excavate Fe/Mg-rich clays, whereas
larger craters (D> 5–20 km) dominantly excavate chlorites.
This result suggests a vertical transition from Fe/Mg clays to
chlorites as a function of depth in the southern highlands.
Figure 16 also shows that the hydrous mineralogy in crater-
related contexts has a surplus of high-temperature phases
compared to other contexts. This argues in favor of a gradual
transition in the hydrous mineral composition within the first
hundreds of meters to kilometers of the crust. These high-
temperature minerals (including chlorites) could have formed
by deep hydrothermal circulation of fluids or by burial
diagenesis/metamorphism.
[96] In addition to formation at depth, there is compiling

evidence for limited hydrothermal formation of hydrous
minerals at or close to the surface. Impact-generated
hydrothermal systems capable of forming hydrous minerals
[e.g., Schwenzer and Kring, 2009] have been proposed on
Mars, in Toro andMajuro craters [Marzo et al., 2010,Mangold
et al., 2012]. The Nili Fossae serpentine-carbonate assem-
blages are also interpreted as resulting from hydrothermal
systems [Ehlmann et al., 2009]. The recent detection of
epidote in volcanic units of Mars (Carter et al., submitted
manuscript, 2012) indicates higher-temperature hydrothermal
formation (T> 200–400�). Localized opaline silica and
bassanite exposures were identified in relationships with
volcanic centers, respectively, in Nili Patera [Skok et al.,
2010] and Noctis Labyrinthus [Mangold et al., 2010; Thollot
et al., 2012].

8.3. Formation at Ambient Temperature on the Surface:
Pedogenic, Detrital, and Authigenic Clays

[97] A major unsettled question regarding early Mars is
whether climatic conditions allowed surface liquid water to
exist on geological timescales or instead transiently, as a
result of a temporary external forcing function (e.g., obliquity
change, basin-forming impact event, major volcanic outgassing
event). The case for a warm and wet Noachian Mars is

challenged by the paucity and immaturity of dendritic valley
networks [Irwin et al., 2005], the failure of some climatic
models to predict an atmosphere warm and dense enough to
sustain liquid water [e.g., Gaidos and Marion, 2003;
Colaprete and Toon, 2003], and investigations of the aqueous
mineralogy of Mars [Ehlmann et al., 2011a, 2011b]. The latter
propose dominant clay formation in the sub-surface with
localized, transient pockets of alteration on the surface. Here
we present a set of arguments suggesting that Mars
experienced periods of surface alteration capable of forming/
transforming clays and other hydrous minerals at the surface.
8.3.1. Fluvial Features and Sedimentary Basins
[98] Most observed fluvial landforms are dated from the

middle Noachian to the early Hesperian [Fassett and Head,
2011], with a possible brief period of more intense runoff at
the Noachian-Hesperian boundary [Irwin et al., 2005]. Peak
clay formation occurred before, around, or until the middle
Noachian. This poor correlation has been put forward as
evidence that most clays formed in the sub-surface during
the Noachian, but the issue of preservation limits our
knowledge of fluvial landforms previous to the oldest
observed. Indeed, the terrains of Early Noachian age account
for under 4% of the surface, and no fluvial landforms are
found in them, presumably owing to resurfacing processes.
Terrains dissected by fluvial features only account for 2.2%
in terrains older than the Late Noachian, and all of these are
heavily degraded [Tanaka et al., 1988]. Thus, from the study
of the clay contexts in section 6, we see that the majority of
clays and the near-entirety of the oldest clays do not preserve
their original formation contexts. As a consequence, the
presence of a surface hydrological system (precipitation zones,
runoff in valley networks, ponding in lakes) in which clays
formed were transported and accumulated earlier than the Late
Noachian cannot be proved nor disproved with the available
data. In a hydrological system, clays concentrate in topo-
graphic lows, as such they likely have a fair chance of partially
surviving impact gardening, albeit not in their original
contexts. On the other hand, small dentritic valleys are easily
disrupted and filled by impact gardening and other processes.
Noachian clays should have accumulated in the depositional
sinks of the time. These structures have however also been
depositional sinks for the past 4Gyr, accumulating thick
layers of mass-wasting material, volcanic, and aeolian
deposits, burying putative detrital clays at great depth [Tanaka
and Leonard, 1995; Tanaka et al., 2003]. These basins are
also some of the least favorable regions for remote-sensing
observations, which can explain the paucity of detections
there. In conclusion, the poor degree of correlation between
hydrous minerals and observable fluvial features on Mars
cannot be used as an argument to dismiss or favor significant
surface clay formation.
8.3.2. Phyllosilicate Composition
[99] Phyllosilicates (smectites and vermiculites in particular)

are mostly surface and shallow sub-surface clay minerals
which form at low temperatures (typically <100�C) [Velde,
2010], at various W:R but which require long-lasting liquid
water for their formation. The dominant hydrous phases on
Mars are a type of Fe/Mg-rich phyllosilicate, which typically
forms on Earth at rather low W:R. As discussed in section
4.2, most Fe/Mg phyllosilicate spectra on Mars are similar
but are not perfectly matched by the Fe and Mg smectites
end-members nontronite and saponite. A mixture of both
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smectites with ferrous micas and smectites with micas altered
to vermiculite is likely in most cases as they can account for
the asymmetry of the 2.3mm band and the occasional weak
2.25mm band. Vermiculitization of micas is mostly a
surface-weathering process on Earth. Of particular interest
are aluminous clays (especially kaolins) which, in the case of
a basaltic parent rock, typically form at higher W:R and/or
lower pH than Fe/Mg-rich clays. They are most commonly
surface-alteration minerals. Al-rich clays have often been
considered to be a somewhat rare phase on Mars. Mustard
et al. [2008] only found small amounts of kaolins while
Al-phyllosilicates were restricted to a few regions of Mars
(mostly in the vicinity of Mawrth Vallis). More recent work
by Ehlmann et al. [2011a, 2011b] found an occurrence
frequency of around 11%, also concentrated in select regions
of Mars. In contrast we find that about one third of the hydrous
exposures detected on Mars to date display Al-rich clays, with
kaolins and smectites in about equal amounts while micas are
a minority. The main reason for this increase in Al-clay occur-
rence is the use of new processing and mineral identification
tools which are more sensitive to Al-clay exposures which
have typically weaker signatures and smaller-sized exposures
than Fe/Mg clays (by about one order of magnitude).
[100] A few investigations have found that in selected areas

of Mars, Al-clays stratigraphically overlie thicker sequences
of Fe/Mg clays [e.g., Loizeau et al., 2010; Noe Dobrea et al.,
2010]. The best example is the Mawrth Vallis region where
such exposures are common. Such vertical sequences are
common on Earth and indicate surface weathering under
non-arid climatic conditions [e.g., Velde, 2010; Gaudin
et al., 2011]. On Mars, these have also been interpreted as
remnants of pockets of surface weathering and have been
dated to be mostly of late Noachian age. Additional
exposures of weathering sequences have also been found
recently in the Thaumasia Planum region [Le Deit et al.,
2012]. Here, we find that these sequences are more
widespread than previously found, with several additional
exposures found scattered over the southern ancient highlands.
While such sequences were not always formally identified, we
find that the majority of Al-clays on Mars are not isolated
but spatially connected (at the CRISM spatial resolution) to
Fe/Mg-clays. Whenever the topography allows inferring their
relative positions, we find the Al-clays to overlie the Fe/Mg
clays, suggesting the presence of hundreds of additional
spots exhibiting such a weathering sequence. If these wide-
spread Al-clays indeed formed on the surface, then widespread
interaction between liquid water and the basaltic crust,
possibly already altered as Fe/Mg phyllosilicates, occurred
on the surface, although a significant fraction of clays could
still have formed at depth. The widespread occurrence of
Al-clays on Mars and the presence of numerous weathering
sequences are however difficult to explain if considering
deep hydrothermal circulation as the main clay formation
pathway as proposed in Ehlmann et al. [2011a, 2011b].
[101] The amount of Al-clay visible today must be consid-

ered a lower limit. Weathering sequences under non-tropical
humid climates form in less volume Al clays than Fe/Mg clays
[Allen, 2009]. As a proxy for Mars, Gaudin et al. [2011] de-
scribe an ancient weathering sequence on Earth where the Al
clay layer accounts for the top 10m of the sequence compared
to at least 30m of underlying Fe/Mg clays. Taking the lower
estimate for erosion rates during the Noachian of 10� 7m/yr

[Golombek and Bridges, 2000 and references therein], and de-
spite a decrease during the Hesperian and Amazonian, on av-
erage several meters to tens of meters of the upper surface
have been removed. Additionally, inserting these clay thick-
nesses into the modeling work of impact ejecta by Barnhart
and Nimmo [2011] shows that the mixing ratio of Al-clays is
roughly three times smaller than that of Fe/Mg clays. These
two processes and other resurfacing processes result in a much
lower survivability and detectability of Al-clays onMars com-
pared to Fe/Mg-clays: The Al-clay layer was preferentially
disrupted and mixed with other minerals. Consequently, the
�30% frequency of Al-clays (under the surface weathering
scenario) is likely a lower limit.
8.3.3. Hydrated Salts and Opaline Silica
[102] The presence of salts (sulfates, carbonates and chlor-

ides) is another indication that some minerals could have pre-
cipitated on the surface of Mars. Opaline silica is another min-
eral type which can be linked to surface alteration. First
identified in Valles Marineris and Gusev crater [Milliken
et al., 2008; Squyres, 2008], these deposits were interpreted
as low-temperature, low W:R, acidic alteration products. We
also detect numerous opaline silica deposits on Mars,
including in most deltas and alluvial fans [Carter et al.,
2012b] which we interpret as being in situ surface formation
during or shortly following aqueous flows. These are mostly
dated to the Hesperian to Amazonian periods. The authigenic
opaline silica trace very arid environments usually incom-
patible with clay formation [Tosca and Knoll, 2009], thus
disconnected from the major clay forming period, but still
involves surface or near-surface liquid water.

9. Conclusion

[103] We have conducted a global-scale survey of the
hydrous mineralogy of Mars based on near-infrared data from
the CRISM and OMEGA imaging spectrometers. By building
a large sample of over a thousand detections, we infer a
number of global trends regarding the aqueous alteration on
early Mars. The main results of this study are as follows:
[104] (1) Hydrous minerals are widespread on Mars. Hy-

drous silicates are concentrated in the southern highlands
where they cover today roughly 3% of the surface.
[105] (2) Hydrous minerals are also found in the northern

lowlands of Mars, in various geological units of various ages
and exhibit compositional diversity. Clays have been found
in old northern plain terrains and as excavated material in
impact craters which originated from the basal unit formed
prior to the infilling. The suite of minerals found there is
similar to that of craters within the southern highlands. The
ancient alteration has affected Mars at a planetary scale. Ad-
ditionally, younger terrains are not devoid of alteration signa-
tures, as evidenced by the presence of young hydrated silicates/
zeolites presumably formed from volcano-ice interaction. Col-
lectively these detections hint toward an aqueous alteration on
Mars which is both widespread and spanned geological eons.
[106] (3) Most families of hydrous minerals which exist on

Earth have been found on Mars, namely smectites, micas, ver-
miculites, kaolins, chlorites, hydrated salts, high-temperature
hydroxides, hydrated silica, serpentines, carbonates, and possi-
bly amphiboles. The most common hydrous minerals on Mars
are Fe/Mg and Al-rich phyllosilicates, which many of the latter
may have formed later than Fe/Mg phyllosilicates.
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[107] (4) Most hydrous minerals formed on Mars before
the middle of the Noachian, while some limited alteration
took place later, well into the Hesperian and Early Amazo-
nian. Degradation of the original formation context and
remobilization has removed the possibility to accurately date
most if not all hydrous mineral exposures.
[108] (5) The diversity of morphological contexts, albeit

heavily degraded, indicates diverse formation or transforma-
tion environments. The dominant contexts are the central
peaks and ejecta of impact craters, indicating massive
excavation of buried hydrous minerals, which may have
originally formed at depth or at/near the surface.
[109] (6) Current methods of investigation do not allow in-

ferring the state of alteration on Mars before 4.1Gyr nor can
it accurately predict variations of the alteration environments
on small temporal scales.
[110] By coupling the mineralogy to the morphology, it is

possible to infer some formation or transformation environ-
ments. We find that most of the geological settings of clays
and salts on Earth are also observed on Mars:
[111] (1) Formation through surface weathering, as indi-

cated by the Al-smectite/Fe-Mg-smectite profile,
[112] (2) Detritic deposition and authigenic formation in

fluvial-lacustrine and evaporitic environments,
[113] (3) Hydrothermal alteration, either impact related

through volcanic activity or geothermal heating of deep
aquifers,
[114] (4) Burial diagenesis of sediments and low-to-me-

dium grade metamorphism at kilometer depth.
[115] Because of the highly degraded state of the morpho-

logical contexts on Mars, it is difficult to determine if these al-
teration environments were spatially and temporally
connected. A prospective paper will explore these relation-
ships further. This global-scale study shows however that
these alteration environments were widespread and existed
early in the history of the planet (>4Gyr) and occurred for
several hundreds of Myr, although clay formation gradually
declined after the middle of the Noachian. While a large frac-
tion of clays may have formed subterraneously, the high fre-
quency of Al-clays observed today, likely underestimated
due to resurfacing processes, also points to a strong surface
component in the alteration environments on early Mars
which challenges scenarios in which climatic conditions
never allowed widespread clay formation on the surface
within a hydrological cycle.
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